
 

 

 

FAS' JACK 

 

Overview 
This is Blackjack played fast and with a twist!  The rules have been changed to make them player friendly, but 

you're not playing against the house; you're playing against your friends.  What will the new strategy be with the 

player-friendly rules?  Don't worry if you lose... a game ends in just a couple of minutes.  Try again! 

Instructions 

Setup 

             
If you are playing on a smaller table, you can click on the "6 Player Layout" which will create larger seats for each 

player. 

 Join the game by touching "Join" or add an A.I. opponent by touching the "add 

A.I." button.  One of the two icons to the left will appear to show who is sitting 

at that spot.  You can click on this icon to toggle between human and computer 

players, too.  Press "Start Game!" when you are ready to begin. 



 

 

Play 
The game is played over 10 rounds.  The player with the most money at the end of the 10 rounds wins! 

Each round, the following will happen: 

1. Add $5 to your wallet. 

2. View the Dealer's first card. 

3. Place your bet.  Type the amount to bet on the keypad to the right of your seat.  To backspace, press 

the  button.  When ready, press the  button. 

 

4. Depending upon your cards, you'll see a set of icons: 

a. Hit: Take another card.  This can always be performed if you have less than 5 cards. 

b. Stand: Stop playing.  This can always be performed. 

c. Double Down: Double your bet, draw 1 more card, and stand.  This can only be done as your 

first action on a hand, and only if you have enough money in your wallet. 

d. Split: Split your cards into two separate hands, place the original bet on each hand, and draw 

one new card for each hand (to bring them back to two cards).  Each new hand is played 

separately.  These new hands cannot be split.  This can only be done if your two cards match in 

value (a non-standard rule as you may split a 'King' and a '10') and you have enough money in 

your wallet. 

e. Surrender: Lose half of your bet (rounded up) and drop out of this round.  This can only be 

done as your first action on a hand. 

 



 

 

5. Continue playing your hand(s) until you either bust, get 5 cards, hit 21 exactly, or wish to stand with 

your current cards. 

a. Fas' Jack is a "21" game.  The goal is to beat the dealer's score, but to not bust over 21 points.  

Each number card is worth its value (2 is 2 points, 3 is 3 points, etc.), face cards (Jack, Queen, 

and King) are 10 points, and the Ace is worth either 1 point or 11 points (your choice). 

b. Here are the basic and modified rules to "21" that this game implements: 

i. You win $1 for every $1 you bet by getting a higher score than the dealer without going 

over "21". (Common rule.) 

ii. If you score 21 points on with your first two cards, you will be paid out $2 for every $1 

you bet, regardless of what the dealer gets. 

iii. If you get 5 cards without busting, you will be paid out $1 for every $1 you bet, 

regardless of what the dealer gets. 

iv. If you score 21 points on 3 or more cards and the dealer gets a blackjack (21 points 

with two cards), you get your bet back (also known as a push). 

v. If both you and the dealer bust, but the dealer's score is higher than yours, you get your 

bet back (a push).  (For example, if you bust with 23 and the dealer busts with 24, you 

get your original bet back.) 

6. After all hands are ready, the dealer plays.  He will keep taking cards (hitting) until one of the following 

conditions are met: 

a. He has 5 cards. 

b. He has 21. 

c. He has a hard 17 or higher (an 'Ace' plus a '6' is a Soft 17 since the Ace can be 1 or 11). 

d. He busts. 

 

After 10 rounds have been played, the winner is shown and you can return to the main menu at any time by 

pressing the "Main Menu" button.  The exit confirmation includes an option to play again with the same players if 

your current game is complete. 

Additional Notes 
Many strategies of Blackjack involve counting the cards.  This game is played with more than 10 decks to 

eliminate that strategy. 


